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PROJECT AT-A-GLANCE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the
area provided on the original form.
This sheet, the Project Data sheet, and the representative photo will be sent to the Committee in advance as the Project Overview.

Project Name
Address

Sulphur Springs Downtown

Downtown

City/State/ZIP

Sulphur Springs

TX

1. Give a brief overview of the project. Approximately 500 words.

About 80 miles northeast of Dallas lies Sulphur Springs, the seat of Hopkins County, in "dairy country." In 2007, when
this project started, the city's population was 15,000 about half the county's population. Because it is too far from
Dallas-Fort Worth for commuters, Sulphur Springs' economy is locally-based, providing for the needs of the farming
community since the 1840s. In the 1970s, Interstate 30 was built and bypassed Sulphur Springs. The Texas DOT also
converted its north-south truck route, SR 154, into a one-way pair, exacerbating speeding through downtown, reducing
access, and reducing social and economic exchange. Bypass development followed, such as Walmart and Dollar
General. They undermined the downtown economy. Local entrepreneurship withered. Profits left the city, instead of
being reinvested locally. For 40 years, the once vibrant downtown suffered neglect, depopulation, and disinvestment.
The upkeep of the houses in the nearby neighborhoods declined too; many were demolished. For two generations, pride
in the community declined. Bright, young, people would leave for university or employment and not return. The city's
population aged. The project's goal was to attract investment, entrepreneurship, people, and pride to downtown and the
City. Through a collaborative planning and design effort, the downtown was re-imagined. The city rebuilt two streets and
the square. The one-way pair was restored to two-way and calmed through geometrics, street trees, and brick paving. A
multipurpose civic space replaces the parking lot in the square. The streets around the new plaza were rebuilt as "flush
streets" (i.e., curbless), making the whole place barrier-free for people with mobility impairments. Several "firsts"
occurred for the Texas DOT. This project also made the square expandable for large events by closing one or more
streets to motorists. The city placed in-ground electrical plugs so that stages of any size could be easily erected in a
variety of locations to handle different types of events. Great care was taken to preserve the views of the courthouse,
create new views, and hide ugly views (e.g., the courthouse's utility pad). Comfort through shade, various seating types,
a mix of soft and hard surfaces, and the application of "prospect and refuge" principles made the square appealing to all
age groups and ability levels and able to accommodate a myriad of activities. The monuments that previously held
unceremonious spots around the parking lot found dignified locations, and a new veteran's memorial was built.
2. Why does the project merit the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence ? You may wish to consider such factors as: effect on the urban environment;
innovative or unique approaches to any aspect of project development; new and creative approaches to urban issues; design quality. Approximately 500
words.

The demise of small cities and towns is a growing problem in rural America. With farms needing fewer workers due to
mechanizations and industrial farming techniques, Interstate highways, and big-box competition, the opportunities for
conventional rural employment are shrinking. Rural places need help to adapt and compete. Plenty of potential exists;
small-town America can offer things to employers, people, and their families that larger cities cannot. By definition, they
can provide small town charm. They can also provide nimble governance, leadership opportunities, affordable homes,
walkability, tourism opportunities, workers, and space for industry.
In 2007, when the project started, the primary planning and design objective was to maximize social and economic
exchange in downtown. The banks were the last holdouts and were about to leave. Downtown Sulphur Springs had one
restaurant. Now, there are 11 restaurants, two bars, a coffee house, a brewery, and numerous boutique shops. The city
hosts over 300 events per year with most of those in downtown. The banks stayed and expanded. The City rebranded
itself from "Great People, Great Parks" to the "Celebration City." There is new demand for housing downtown. Lofts are
popping up in downtown and developers are submitting plans for the empty and underutilized lots near downtown.
Sulphur Springs is living proof that a crumbling, rural, city can revive and thrive. With the downtown back on its feet,
employers come to Sulphur Springs due to affordable living and a high quality of life for their employees. Young people
are proud of the place and want to raise their families there. People enjoy the social life, the food opportunities, the scale
of the place. Sulphur Springs has become a role model for other places and teaching lab for designers.
Sulphur Springs has inspired other rural towns and cities in Texas. The other cities are developing their own revitalization
plans, emphasizing their own unique histories and contexts while borrowing the tried and true urban design and planning
principles that helped Sulphur Springs. Dozens of professional designers from across the country have visited downtown
Sulphur Springs. Media outlets like The Learning Channel, the History Channel, and numerous major news stations
have done features on the downtown. But there are still hundreds of cities and towns who are in the dark and are
suffering in rural America. Sulphur Springs' model could help them.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and
answers are typed on a separate page, each answer must be preceded by the question to which it responds, and the length of each answer should be limited to the
area provided on the original form.
1. Describe the underlying values and goals of the project. What, if any, signifcant trade-offs were required to implement the project? Approximately 500 words.

Despite the blight in 2007, it was clear that the city had historically relied on traditional design values, which are still
reflected in the downtown's block structure, the alignment and rhythm of its fabric buildings, the civic square, and the
placement of the civic buildings. Also, the old farm-to-market roads led from the farms to the downtown where social and
economic exchange had occurred successfully for over a century.
In the 1970s, modernist values arrived and expressed themselves mostly in the streets. Speed and throughput took
precedent over place. The roads in the downtown became one-way. These practices cut downtown's access in half.
Traffic signals were added, for "efficiency," but motorists then looked more at the signals and less at the downtown
around them. The Interstate bypass changed the market. Big box stores opened, and the traditional stores could not
compete and closed. The square's most valued asset was the parking lot. The assumption was that it would help the
area compete with the new suburban retailers that had large parking lots. The city hired a two-person consulting team:
Ian Lockwood and his assistant. With the City and local organizations doing the logistics, the project began with a large
public meeting followed by numerous smaller meetings with various groups, businesses, agencies, and individuals. The
focus of the meetings was values. Ian asked a series of questions to determine what people valued, liked, disliked, and
imagined for the downtown. People discussed what the city and downtown ought to be like in 100 years, allowing people
to focus on values and less on details, like budgets and schedules. Throughout the process, Ian provided informal
"lessons" and sketches to translate what he'd heard into "starter ideas." All drawings were done by hand so they would
not be intimidating, like CAD drawings, and to keep the discussions accessible to regular people. The starter ideas
evolved, through a series of feedback loops (a.k.a., more meetings to verify ideas), into design drawings. An "informed
consensus" emerged for the vision and the design of the downtown. People could see that their values were
incorporated. The consensus was a to create a beautiful and comfortable place for social and economic exchange that
would emphasize equity. The focus was on changing the public realm to enable the private sector to succeed and the
downtown to regain a central and prominent role in the city.
There were detractors in the community who predicted gridlock and further blight if the 1970's one-way streets a parking
lot were undone. The project's most significant concession was to change the orientation of the on-street parking.
However, the rest was not compromised. Interestingly, in the months following the implementation, one-by-one, the
detractors apologized or fighting the project to the City Manager and thanked him for persevering.
2. Briefly describe the project’s urban context. How has the project impacted the local community? Who does the project serve?
How many people are served by the project? Approximately 500 words.

The project serves different people and at different scales. Close to the two streets and the square, the property owners
and businesses benefited. Their businesses became more successful. There was a market for more shops, and the
vacant buildings were restored and occupied. The upper floors were used mostly for storage and are now turning into
occupied spaces like lofts. The buildings are contributing again.
The long-time employers and newer employers benefit because the downtown helps attract and retain employees. The
city as a whole has benefited in numerous ways, ranging from a 180-degree change in community image and pride to
considerable increases in social and economic success. The downtown is vibrant again. The City government benefited
because people trust it now. They've allowed the City to restore an old, boarded-up, Post Office into a beautiful City Hall
and to set the stage for several more projects in and around the downtown.
People with mobility impairments benefit. The downtown was inaccessible previously due to double-high curbs, narrow
sidewalks, and hostile streets. Changing that condition into regular streets with standard ADA provisions would have
increased accessibility tremendously. However, the consensus was to go further and make the entire square barrier-free
and comfortable for all users groups. Vulnerable people, such as kids and seniors visit the square routinely. From
building face to building face, the public realm considers their use and comfort. The traffic signals and turn lanes are
gone. Speed limit signs were rendered unnecessary; the streets self-enforce the desired speeds by design. Nobody has
to push a button to cross a street. Drivers move through the space as guests and not as conquerors; they willing yield for
others.
The population of the city benefited. They have a place to meet, socialize, shop, enjoy, eat, and more. The downtown
feels, and is, completely public; it has become the place for everyone.
The region has benefited. People from all over northeast Texas, travel to downtown Sulphur Springs for the
entertainment, restaurants, nightlife, farmer's market, and special events.
Other cities and the design professions have benefited. Sulphur Springs has inspired other rural towns to reflect on their
values and start revitalizing. The professions have a good case study on what is feasible in a small city, with a formerly
dilapidated downtown and Texas DOT truck route. The can learn from the planning and design process, effective
leadership, and context-sensitive design. They can use the project to advance the ambition of their own projects.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION (CONT’D)
3. Describe the key elements of the development process, including community participation where appropriate. Approximately 500 words.

This question overlaps with the question about values. The process was designed to extract the values of the
community and then express the values in design. The process was the key to this project's success. An objective of the
process was to achieve "informed consent," meaning the majority of the people would support the project and also know
why they support it. Informed consensus helped overcome the strong opposition by a few energized people. The
investment in capacity building, informal lessons, discussions of values, starter ideas, feedback loops, etc. paid off. The
supporters of the project defended the project in the community and with the City Council. The planning and design work
was split into two parts: discovery and design. The discovery part was a series of meetings over several days. During
any breaks between sessions, participants summarized and translated the values into starter ideas. During the design
part of the project, the discoveries earned confirmation and the starter ideas evolved into the plans. There were several
"feedback loops" to ensure that the city captured the values and ideas. Both parts happened in the sunlight at City Hall,
in one room, where all the maps and resources were available, that was completely accessible to the public. There were
also one-on-one meetings with key community leaders. This process allowed them to ask questions that they would not
otherwise ask with other people around due to the risk of appearing naive or unsure. These meetings allowed the city to
dispel myths and address sensitive questions. There were also large public meetings, during which people could see
the evolution of the designs, ask questions, and share any ideas. These sessions were useful for many reasons. A very
important reason was capacity-building; every teaching opportunity was subtly used.

4. Describe the financing of the project. Please include all funding sources and square foot costs where applicable. Approximately 500 words.

The whole project included the Main Street, Celebration Plaza, Connally Street, and the Veterans Memorial. The total
financial investment was $6.3 million. The City created a Tax Increment Finance Zone in 2007. $3.6 million were sold in
bonds for the project. The City added $1.6 million from current funds. Unbeknown to the City, the recession would hit in
2008 just as the reconstruction of the first phase, Main Street, started. Main Street and Connally Street were completed
by 2009. Despite the recession, both streets were well received and attracted investment. The square was the project's
most substantial construction effort and the final phase. It finished in 2013. The veterans' memorial was a significant
component of the plaza and it, alone, was constructed for $1.1 million of which $900,000 came from private funds. The
City used high-quality materials for all aspects of the project but saved a lot of money by doing most of the construction
work themselves. The value of the volunteer hours was enormous.

5. Is the project unique and/or does it address significant urban issues? Is the model adaptable to other urban settings? Approximately 500 words.

The difficulties that the Sulphur Springs faced are common; hundreds of cities and towns are suffering in rural America.
The predatory effects of Walmart and Dollar General stores on small economies are ubiquitous. Cities have used the
similar design methods before. Restoring one-way streets to two-way in downtowns is a growing practice nationwide.
Budgetary restrictions for planning, design, and implementation are not unique. Achieving agreements on creative
designs with State DOTs has been done before. Cities with few professional staff are numerous. Each element in the
design of the streets and open space has happened before. Public realm projects have previously completed quickly and
to high standards, and numerous run-down downtowns have become revitalized. However, the combination of the above
is unique, and the potential for motivating and assisting other small cities across the U.S. is unprecedented. But this
success story does not have to be unique. Plenty of lessons from Sulphur Springs are transferable. Just the knowledge
that such revitalization is feasible has motivated other small cities in Texas to follow Sulphur Springs' lead. The lessons
ought to be shared vigorously across rural America. Although the contexts will be different, small cities and towns, that
have been consumed by larger cities or have become bedroom communities, would benefit from the lessons from this
project. The ability to focus meager resources on extensive problems to achieve excellent outcomes is feasible in many
contexts if the cities and stakeholders get informed, collaborate, and design in accordance with community values.
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE
Pleaseanswerquestionsin spaceprovided. If possible,answersto all questionsshould be typed or written directlyon theforms. If the forms are not usedand
answersaretyped on a separatepage,eachanswermust be precededby thequestion to whichit responds,andthe lengthof eachanswershould be limited to
theareaprovided on the original form.
Thissheet is to befilled out bystaffrepresentative(s)of publicagency(ies)whowere directly involved in the financing,designreview,or publicapprovalsthat
affected this project,
Name

Marc Maxwell

yid^ City Manager

OrBanizatton City of Sulphur Springs

Telephone ^03^885-7541 office, 903-348-5205 cell

^dress city Hal1' 201 N- Davis Street

Citv/state/zip SulphurSprings

E-mail nrinriaxwell@sulphurspringstx. org

Website www. sulphurspringstx. org

TX

75482

The undersignedgrantsthe Bruner Foundationperppissionto use, reproduce,or makeavailablefor reproductionor Lisebyothers,for any purposewhatsoever,
the materials submitted. The applicant wamnt^t^t the applicant hasfull power and authority to submit the application and all attached materials and to grant
these rights and oermissions^
Signature

Date

]-2-ll-Zff^-

1. What role did your agency play in the development of this project? Describe any requirements made of this project by your agency
(e.g.,zoning,publicparticipation,public benefits, impactstatements). Approximately400 words.

As the city manager, I had oversight of the entire project from conception to planning/design, and from construction to
programming and maintenance. This project was my baby. Ironically, I didn't want to do it at first. It was the mayor who
first proposed to do something downtown. I sent him a lengthy memo detailing all of the obstacles that I foresaw and all

of the things that I thought would need to be done to revitalize downtown. I had hoped to scare him off the idea, but no,
he just said, "Let's do it!"
For the first two years, we were directionless. We didn't know what we were doing, and we didn't know that we didn't

know. We held endless meetings with staff, boards, and commissions and citizens, gathering input. It was the blind
leading the blind. We came up with three alternatives and presented them to the council. Had the council adopted any of
them it would have been disastrous. We had never even heard of place-making or urban design.
Thankfully the city council told staff to bring in an expert to look at our plans, and that is when we found lan Lockwood.

lan did two things for us: First, he collaborated with the community and designed the square (now plaza), Main Street,
and Connally Street. Secondly, he taught us about the principles that make places great. We learned about fat sidewalks
and skinny streets. We learned about traffic calming. We learned that it is not all about parking. We learned about the
importance of maintaining a permeable membrane between the sidewalks and the building interiors, views, and street
trees. Our eyes opened to this whole new world that we didn't even know existed. The council and I were elated with our
new paradigm, and we read everything we could find on the subject. We joined CNU, PPS and attended conferences,
etc. Had we not done this, had we never gained the knowledge to support our new paradigm, we would not have been
able to withstand the formidable opposition to the plan, and we would have failed.
2. How was this project intended to benefit your city? What trade-offs and compromises were required to implement the project?
How did your agency participate in making them? Approximately 400 words,

We had planned back-in angled parking for the project initially for safety and convenience of loading from the sidewalk,
but it was just too much for the public to handle. In the end, the city gave in to head-in angled parking. I would have loved
to have back-in angled parking, but it may have killed the project, so we let the detractors have a win. We had also
planned a roundabout at the junction of Oak and Gilmer Streets, located a half mile to the south of downtown, which was
where the former one-way pair began.

The one-way pair bracketed the square and rejoined as a two-way street to the north of the Square on Church Street.
Towards the end of the implementation of the project, we were low on funds and had to make some tough choices. The
roundabout was less critical than returning the streets to two-way so we decided that the roundabout would have to wait

for a future time. However, we did make both streets two-way for their whole lengths, which helped the downtown
tremendously. All the predictions of gridlock and traffic problems were proven wrong.
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PUBLIC AGENCY PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. Describe the project’s impact on your city. Please be as specific as possible. Approximately 400 words.

The impact has been profound. No longer do the locals refer to their city as “Suffering Springs.” No longer are they
ashamed of their downtown. Now, when their relatives come to visit, downtown is the first place they go. The citizens
are elated and so proud of their city now. It is incredible what the project has done for the collective self-image. On any
given evening, downtown is full of people; they’re everywhere. That never happened before the project. You wouldn’t
find a single person downtown in the evening before the project. Now you find them in the restaurants and pubs; you see
them dining on the sidewalks. They go to the community theater or attend the many events held on the Celebration
Plaza.
We have also become the envy of the region. Other cities are endeavoring to copy Sulphur Springs’ success. I often meet
with delegations from surrounding towns, and I advise them on the paths and pitfalls to a lively downtown and on the
importance of learning urban design and place-making principles. Now when I travel around the state, and I mention that I
am from Sulphur Springs, people say something like, “Oh yeah, that place with the really great downtown and the glass
bathrooms, I love that place!”
Yesterday, the chamber of commerce president informed me that the chamber had just sold its downtown building to a
couple from Arizona who are going to put an organic grocery store in the building. The couple was just traveling through
town on their way to somewhere else when they found downtown and “fell in love with it,” and decided that they would
move here and make Sulphur Springs their home. The most remarkable part of the story is that it is not an isolated event.
I hear stories like this two or three times a week from realtors, shop owners, and the chamber of commerce.
4. Did this project result in new models of public/private partnerships? Are there aspects of this project that would be instructive to agencies like yours
in other cities? Approximately 400 words.

The lessons in partnerships were to involve the public, businesses, community organizations, County officials, and the
Texas DOT early and throughout. We began the project with a large dinner with a couple of presentations. I described the
situation and introduced the process, and Ian Lockwood began capacity building with the basics of urban design and
livable streets. Following implementation, we had a large community celebration. In between those events, we worked as
a community on the designs in week-long workshops, called charrettes, and then worked together to get the project
implemented.
Our city has an excellent model within our Public Works. We can undertake fairly ambitious construction projects
in-house which saves money and ensures high quality. We built a lot of the project ourselves and only hired outside help
for very specialized services. Building the project with our own hands also contributed to the sense of pride in the place.
Other aspects that were transferable were to find a planning and design professional who understands the steps to create
a community vision and then take it to reality. Start by talking about local values and what is important historically and
culturally. Be open to ideas and be willing to learn. Over time, we could better differentiate what was suitable for our
downtown and what was unsuitable and, as a result, we made better decisions. The community could see their values in
the designs. We learned what was essential to make our downtown the place that we wanted, and then we implemented
those designs.

5. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? Approximately 400 words.

The most successful aspect of the project is the result. Downtown was dead, and now it is alive! Talk about a
resurrection! Not long after we had finished the project one of the local pubs was holding a small outdoor concert on their
back deck. I walked by as the concert was ongoing and I passed by a young man who was speaking on his phone.
“Dude, you gotta get down here; this place is off the hook,” I heard him say. I knew we had it.
I was walking down Main Street shortly after we finished and I observed two young mothers walking toward each other on
opposite sides of the street, each of them pushing a stroller. They recognized each other and met in the middle of the
road with their babies to exchange greetings. Then when a car came along, the driver politely slowed to a crawl, the
ladies said goodbye and went their separate ways, and the driver continued along Main Street. I knew we had it! We had
calmed traffic.
As far as the least successful aspect goes, it is hard to identify anything about the project that has not been a smashing
success. Perhaps the Tesla Super Charger Station. The usage hasn’t been what I had hoped it would be, but even that is
improving.
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DEVELOPERPERSPECTIVE
Please answer questions in space provided. If possible, answers to all questions should be typed or written directly on the forms. If the forms are not used and

answersaretypedona separatepage,eachanswermustbepreceded bythe questiontowhichit responds,andthe lengthofeachanswershouldbe limited to
the area provided on the original form.

This sheet is to befilled out by the person who took primary responsibility for project financing or isa representative of thegroup whichdid.

Name BiNieRuth Stangbridge

^ PresidentDBAand Resident

Organization Sulphur Springs Downtown Business Alliance

Telephone 903^435412

Address po Box 1456 Sulphur Springs

Citv/State/ZIP

E^ail . Billieruth1234@gmail. com

website email@sulphurspringsdba. com

Sulphur Springs

TX

75482

Theundersignedgrantsthe Bruner Foundationpermissionto use,reproduce,or makeavailablefor reproductionor usebyothers,for anypurpose
whatsoever,thematerialssubmitted.Theapplicantwarrantsthattheapplicanthasfull powerandauthorityto submittheapplicationandallattachedmaterials
and to grant these rights and permissions.

Signature ^3, ^,^ ^ A^v,^_ '5^^,
l. Whatroledidyouoryourcompanyplayinthedevelopmentof

Date I'i. -^-t^
this project? Describe the scope of involvement. Approximately 400 words.

The City was the prime mover behind the project. The closest thing to a developer that we had was the Downtown
Business Alliance whose members owned the properties and operated the businesses along Main Street and around the
plaza. We actively supported the project during the planning and the construction and still do. We each have our own
stories. Personally, my role in the development of this project was as an active participant in the Downtown Business
Alliance and its influence as perceived by the primary movers of the project. I'm always an active advocate for the town.

The first step ofthe renovation provided me with the confidence to buy a building and start a business and, with the City's
encouragement, I opened the first winery. Many others began investing in properties, buildings, and businesses.

When I retired back to my hometown of Sulphur Springs, after 40 years in California, I wanted to be a part of making
things happen downtown. As a child, coming downtown on Saturday was exciting because of all the businesses around

the square. It was a day trip. You saw everybody. In addition to meeting your friends, eating and shopping, you ended the
day with grocery shopping, buying feed and picking up ice on the way home. Over the years, when my children and I
came back to visit, the appearance of downtown got pretty depressing.
When a young downtown person who had recently opened her business on Main St. had an announcement in the
newspaper proposing a Downtown Business Alliance, I was at the first meeting and have been with it every day since.
While you don't know exactly what you can do about broken sidewalks, weeds growing by the curbs, electrical wires

drooping over the streets, a big green dumpster at the mouth ofthe alley, and numerous closed storefronts, you join
anyway, thinking surely there's something as a group we can do. Supporting this project was definitely worth it.

2. What trade-offs or compromises were required during the development of the project? Approximately 400 words.

Probably the biggest compromise was the parking as it related to Main St. Many of us wanted angled parking to get more
spaces, but the street was very narrow, and parallel parking seemed like the only acceptable choice. My participation
was in attending the City Council meetings where the topic was discussed.

For most little Texas towns, there's the historic square. Our square had served the townspeople as a huge parking lot for
more than one hundred and fifty years with the beautiful courthouse anchoring one comer. With the interstate highway
bypassing your town and townspeople welcoming a super-sized Walmart, there wasn't much to bring people down to the
"mom and pop" shops other than the banks. Meanwhile, Sulphur Springs, being a huge dairy center, had become

famous for its Fall Festival, Stew contest, and Dairy Festival, but they were held out at the park. That didn't necessarily
bring people downtown. So, our solution to bringing a crowd downtown was flea markets on our big square. While they
were successful, you can only do so many. Then one of our members owned a used car lot right off the square, so as an

activity of the Downtown Business Alliance, we started having an annual car show, which to this day, thirteen years later,
we are still having.
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DEVELOPER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. How was the project financed? What, if any, innovative means of financing were used?

As the private sector players, we invested in businesses and developed or redeveloped our own buildings. We worked
with the City on reasonable changes to the rules. For example, as of the end of 2018, I am one of twelve loft dwellers
downtown, living in housing that previously was never allowed. Now, I can sit on my balcony and enjoy all of the street
lighting, music and watch the flow of people on our tree-lined streets and level, unbroken sidewalks. One tree shades a
corner of my balcony, and I can actually watch the birds at eye level build their nest and watch a squirrel run along the
balcony railing. What could be better? Whoever dreamed that vision could become a reality? I see our City Manager,
Marc Maxwell, showing community leaders from other small towns coming to see how such a transformation could take
place in such a short time. It took leadership, governmental cooperation, funding, and private investments and a lot of
dreamers. At 85 years old and as the town continues to develop, I am still one of those dreamers with new development
plans on the drawing board as I write my perspective. We will continue to invest and develop here and enjoy the
wonderful experiences with more and more people.

4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of the project? Approximately 400 words.

I have no hesitation at all in saying that I imagine the lengthy, laborious, sometimes contentious, task of bringing all of the
entities involved, City, County, veterans, banks, and businesses together, and the actual completion of the work,
culminating in the most glorious event you could ever ask for. The square was filled with people shoulder to shoulder to
hear the band, congratulatory speeches, to see the flags flying, and to hear the name of every veteran of Hopkins County
being acknowledged by a roll call. There was not a sound during that roll call. I’ve never witnessed such silence of
respect. This celebration was by far and away the most successful aspect of the project.The removal of the stop lights
was very positive.
Another important positive aspect is the value of the green square, the water fountain, and the casual seating all around
and the space to allow temporary stages to be put up for weekly entertainment. The pictures were shown to us by the
designers, frequently showed flower pots, individual seating areas, movable chairs, and tables, etc., and our experience
has been that if you put something attractive outside your shop, it wouldn’t be there the next day, so our sidewalks were
basically barren. But, with everybody putting something outside, nothing was taken.
With the DBA as the squeaky wheel, the local veterans organization sought a significant memorial space. The County
and city management worked together for an improved site, laboriously brought together, with the help of a design team,
a plan that came to fruition in stages over a period of about five years, totally transforming downtown. Within five years,
this new setting became the homes of new retail stores, and restaurants now permitted to serve wine. I opened a retail
business the day that the last brick was laid on the brand new block of Main Street. The old post office built during
depression time, sitting empty and deteriorating, was restored into a stunning City Hall. Our 150-year-old square/parking
lot is now a beautiful green plaza with glass bathrooms that bring people from far and wide, and entertainment activities
every weekend.
The least successful of the project might be Main St. being too narrow. The intent of the designers was to slow the traffic
down and be able to see in the store windows. Instead, you’re watching so closely to make sure that you don’t knock
yours or someone else’s mirror off.
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. How might this project be instructive to others in your profession? Approximately 400 words.

As a professional transportation engineer, my typical roles on Main Street projects and downtown revitalization projects,
are to help with public involvement and capacity building, modify block structures, develop livable street designs, and do
transportation engineering. However, it was enjoyable to wear many hats and delve into planning, open space design,
landscape architecture, and urban design at the same time. I had plenty of help from people in the community with
expertise in many of these areas. Also, my assistant for the Main Street phase was a landscape architect and, for the
square, he was a planner. I think the most instructive part of the project for professionals, is for when they find
themselves having multiple roles on a project and a tight budget and schedule. My advice is to listen carefully to what
people say and then pick the best combination of ideas that capture the community values and advances the place. A
good process allows you to listen and incorporate ideas effectively. Downtown Sulphur Springs is not a success because
of a collection of lots of good ideas. It's a success because of the integration of lots of compatible ideas that were well
placed, used good proportions, and followed sound planning and design principles to create a place. It was the overall
composition of good ingredients that made the place successful. The square is about four acres in area, including the
streets, of which the three eastern acres are the most useful and pleasing. Designing multiple-use space is instructive to
others. The square was designed to be mostly flat which is inherently flexible and accessible for multiple uses and
people. There is no permanent stage or amphitheater. Instead, there are several flat spaces that can accommodate
stages of the desired size, height, and orientation for events. The streets and on-street parking can also be used as part
of the event space. Historically, Church Street ran north-south through what is now the plaza, along with the west side of
the courthouse, to Main Street. The street was needed occasionally for dropping off prisoners at the Court House. There
is a wide walkway there today which was designed to also meet that occasional delivery need by the courthouse. The
art-wall is also a backdrop for the new veterans' memorial, it hides the pad of utilities, and blocks the noise of the AC
units. The kids' splash fountain can be turned off, and it becomes another hardscape in the square. The splash fountain
was purposefully placed near Main Street to help the ice cream store and restaurants and to allow a respectful transition
to the more contemplative and formal spaces around the courthouse and veterans' memorial.
Finally, it is instructive to plan beyond the immediate boundaries of the project to position for future opportunities. For
example, the City Hall project was completed after the square. The City Hall's site plan was designed to allow for an
expansion of City Hall in the likely event that the city will grow and will need more space. To accommodate the
expansion, the street, at the west end of the City Hall site, had to be moved. Because we had thought through the linear
park and housing development to the west of downtown, the City moved the street such that it was in the right place and
orientation to accommodate the City Hall expansion and the future linear park and housing project.
4. What do you consider to be the most and least successful aspects of this project? Approximately 400 words.

To me, the process was the most valuable part of the project to Sulphur Springs. It allowed values and vision to become
a reality. On the ground, I find the most gratifying aspect of the project is to see people with mobility impairments enjoying
downtown just like people without mobility impairments. We installed a good number of accessible parking spaces with
the prescribed widths and so forth. However, even the regular parking spaces are very accessible due to the flush curbs.
During large events, the whole space, included is streets is available, barrier-free. I love seeing "free range children" too;
that is children whose parents allow them to explore and be independent at younger ages, compared to children who are
in cities that have relatively dangerous, conventional, streets.
We have a saying at the Toole Design Group that, "Infrastructure drives outcomes." We saw the profound negative
outcomes of the 1970s infrastructure changes and profound positive effects of our project's infrastructure changes. I'm
elated that the City opted to invest in the downtown's infrastructure (i.e., the streets and plaza) first. The project was
catalytic. As a result, city-pride increased, dozens of historic buildings were (and are being) restored, compatible new
buildings are filing in the missing teeth in the fabric (i.e., vacant lots where buildings used to be), new business are
opening, and people and investment are being attracted to the city. Housing developments are beginning.
Other cities in rural Texas are starting to notice. As a result of officials from other cities visiting Sulphur Springs, I have
personally led downtown revitalization plans and designs in four other small cities in rural Texas. I've also used aspects of
the project in several cities outside of Texas. So, for rural America, the model is the most valuable outcome.
The least successful aspect of the project, in my view, is the short memory regarding design principles. Specifically, I'm
referring to the design of Main Street. The right-of-way is 60 feet. The most important aspect of any Main Street is the
sidewalk experience. We decided to go with a 34-foot curb-to-curb width: 7-foot parking rows and 10-foot lanes. We
knew the street would be tight, but we wanted at least 8-foot sidewalks and 5-foot furniture zones. We also wanted the
lanes to be tight to slow motorists because Main Street was the first phase of the project and it had to be successful. We
knew that design details and priorities would matter. Based on the values of the community, the sidewalk experience and
success of Main Street were higher priorities than wide lanes for motorists. Had we used 11-foot lanes, we might have
prevented a few side mirrors from being damaged but the sidewalks experience would have been damaged and the
whole project could have been jeopardized. On Connally Street and on the the streets around the square, we had wider
rights-of-way and used 11-foot lanes, and everyone was happy.
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1.Whatrole didyou play in t~hedevelopmentof this project? Approximately400 words.

My company has been in business for a long time, and we have helped many people and businesses invest in homes,
properties, buildings, and businesses over the years. In thinking about the number of things that have changed in Sulphur
Springs since the downtown renovation began, we are overcome with gratitude. Gratitude for the designer, the city
manager, the city council, and the citizenry of the town. We are thankful for the vision that all mentioned have shown and

the willingness to do what it takes to make it happen! There are obvious physical modifications, of course, but those
conversions that are less evident are the most exciting to me. They are also the most difficult to define or distinguish. As
a real estate expert, it is special to see how the mixed-use development is working for our town. We have restaurants,
shopping, and residential spaces all within walking distance. This is exciting and very different from the deserted streets
of our past. We have a lovely mix of historical and new buildings. There is a very happy vibe going on downtown. People
meet on the street and smile or wave or even start a conversation. This pedestrian interaction is attributed to the cool
atmosphere that has been created here. The whole place is greater than the sum of the buildings, streets, and trees. The
restaurants have created sidewalk dining which can be used most of the year, and this has created excitement and
beauty for all who come through here. The people watching is fantastic in our city! We have a winery with outdoor seating
as well. Our local brewery has been a lovely addition that most certainly would not have opened here without the
excitement that the downtown renovation has created. Walking is the preferred mode of transportation in the area. It's an
easy stroll to city hall, the library, the courthouse, banks, and the aforementioned restaurants, shops and housing.

2. Describe the impact that this project has had on the your community. Please be as specific as possible. Approximately 400 words.

My employees and I are active in Sulphur Springs. Through our participation, our neighbors and we have protected the
legacy of the city with upgrades and remodels while preserving our history. The historic downtown area is beautiful! Our
courthouse is breathtaking, and the downtown was created to showcase herl Our citizens take such pride in this area,
and we have pride in one another because of what we have been able to accomplish here! The veteran's memorial is a
stunning tribute to those who have served our country. We have a beautiful water fountain that is packed with kids when
the weather is warm and packed with adults who adore watching them play in the water. There is a market on most
weekends that always provide delicious food and drink and merchants and music and so much socializing. Downtown is
the lifeblood of our community-something is ALWAYS going on here. We have car shows, weddings, concerts, outdoor
movies, meetings, and reunions. Trolley rides are available during our busy times for celebrants that desire a ride to the

plaza from their hotels. The trolley also connects the plaza area to the park and Civic center area when activities call for
more transportation destinations. Celebrations of all kinds are common in this area. There is an Independence Day
celebration each year complete with symphony and fireworks. The plaza area is packed every year for this!
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OTHER PERSPECTIVE (CONT’D)
3. What trade-offs and compromises were required during the development of the project? Did you participate in making them? Approximately 400 words.

Sulphur Springs has always been a culturally diverse town, but our revived downtown area has created joy in what we
call our freshly discovered diversity. We love that diversity is celebrated and appreciated here. We don’t all look alike or
think alike, but we enjoy living together in this space. In this community, we have a real connection with others, and love
abounds!
Our plaza and connecting areas really are places where we have multigenerational fun. We are a very family friendly
town with activities that appeal to people of all ages. We also have recreational and physical activity opportunities
available to us here. Yoga on the plaza is offered occasionally, and several groups host runs and marathons throughout
the year. There are also bicycle and motorcycle runs that originate in the plaza.
The downtown area is also very livable. We reside here and love the interaction that we have with our neighbors. This is
something that likely would not have happened without the renovation of the plaza and connecting streets. There are
more residential spaces planned, and that is a direct result of the success of current living spaces. The market for
housing is strong and growing.
The trade-off is that prices of residential and commercial real estate are increasing in the area. We are still an affordable
city, but I believe the increases in price are also a result of increased activity and excitement created locally. Despite,
increased property values and prices, we also have noticed an increase in businesses that are attracted to the area
because of the downtown. We have a very distinctive identity here, and it is noticed by business, industry, and individuals
alike. Many of our industry leaders are seen bringing colleagues to show them the plaza and surrounding areas and treat
them to lunch in one of our restaurants. All are attracted to the area that is alive and stimulating!

4. What do you consider to be the the most and least successful aspects of this project? Approximately 400 words.

The most successful aspect of this projects is that we have developed a place and downtown culture that is looking for
lighthearted fun! For example, with smiles on our faces, we built some of the first glass bathrooms in the world! They are
public restrooms built of one-way mirrors, and people come from all over the country to see them. It is quite an
experience to use them, and many have a visit to these bathrooms on their bucket list. Another addition to our list of
attractions that beg us not to take ourselves too seriously is the “silly walk” crosswalk. This feature is a crosswalk that
invites you to create your own “silly walk” as you cross the street. This “Silly walk ministry” is well known to Monty Python
fans.Culture and art are having a resurgence in Sulphur Springs as well. Main Street Theatre is our nonprofit community
theatre where we have productions 5 or 6 times a year. Galleries, art walks, Worldwide Photo Walk, and photography
classes almost certainly would not have appeared without the impetus of the downtown reformation.
This project has been wonderful for those of us who live here, but one of the biggest differences that we have noticed
since we began this project is that we have many and varied visitors from outside of our area. They come from
everywhere, and some of them have even chosen to move here to join us in this place. They have opened businesses,
gotten jobs and contributed to our community in varied ways. My firm knows that young, old, and all ages in between can
find something that they love here.
We remember a place that was largely deserted. This place was not a place one wanted to go. One only came downtown
to do business at the courthouse or the banks. There were a few offices on the plaza and surrounding streets. Formerly,
this area was not aesthetically pleasing (It was ugly). Walking around and crossing the streets was not as easy as some
of the curbs were almost knee high. There were deserted and run-down buildings. There was really not much here to
encourage visiting our square.
There are strong and intense affections for our downtown space. There is excitement about the future of downtown from
business owners, people who reside downtown and people who come downtown. We love what has happened here, but
we by no means believe that we are finished with this fantastic work! I'm not sure if it an upside or a downside, but those
of us who have helped the downtown so far cannot get complacent. Because of the hard work and vision that began
years ago, we will continue to work hard and make this a better place for those who choose to live in and visit this fine
place.
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Main Street during the Initial Site Visit

Main Street after Reconstruction

“Missing Tooth” and Run-Down Buildings on Main Street (before picture)

New Building in the Gap and Renovated Buildings on Main Street (after picture)

Claws Crawfish Festival on Main Street

Claws Crawfish Festival on Main Street

Weddings on Main Street

The Square before the Project

The Square after the Project

Movie Night at the Square

A Day-Time Event at the Square

Vacant Building on the Square During the Initial Site Visit

The Same Building after Renovations, Following the Project

Stages of Any Size can be Accommodated in the Square

In Several Locations

Free Range Kids Routinely Enjoy Downtown

Kids Playing on the Lawn

Kids’ Summer Activities in the Square

Kids’ Winter Activities in the Square (yes, that is snow in Texas)

Great Food at Regionally Popular Farmers Market

Wine Tasting in the Square

Reunion of Friends at the Square (assembled by one of the two mirrored restrooms)

Perfect View of the Square from Inside the Restrooms (don’t worry, nobody can see you from outside)

Dad and Daughter Play Checkers in the Square

A little girl chases bubbles, that magically come out of the base of the flag pole,
as the band sets up for the evening event in the square

Lots of Places to Sit and Relax with a Variety of Seating Types
(e.g., seating walls, movable chairs, picnik tables)

People Hanging Out on a Weekday by the Splash Fountain

The Splash Fountain is Popular for Kids of all Ages

Cool Fun on a Hot Day

View of the Courthouse Across the Parking Lot (before picture)

View of the Courthouse Across the Public Open Space and Square (after picture)

Utility Pad for the Courthouse Located on a Concrete Pad in the Square (before picture)

Artist Sculpting the Art Wall that Hides the Utility Pad and
Creates a Backdrop for the New Veterans Memorial

The Walls of Veterans' Names at the New Veterans’ Memorial

To the right of the memorial and art wall are the ugly and noisy utilities for the Courthouse.
However, people don’t notice them. In this compemplative space between the memorial and the art
wall is pleasant due to the art wall, landscape, and the water feature (i.e., part of the art wall has
water running down it for a visual effect and to create a pleasant sound to mask the noise of the
utilities.

Finding the Names of Your Family Members Who Served

Remembering Your Friends

The Old Memorial Statue was Removed Away During Construction for Safe Keeping

And Brought Back and Placed with Care

Old Veterans Memorial in Parking Lot

Veterans Visiting the Old Memorial

The Old Memorial Given a Significant Location in the Square

Big Views like down Connally Street of the Courthouse

Intimate Views like this Donated Sculpture and Flower Garden in the Square

Poor Accessibility (before picture)

Ugly Signal Pole and Control Box (before picture)

Completely Accessible Public Realm (after picture)

The renovated Post Office that is now City Hall. Previously people were talking about tearing it down.

Entrance area of City Hall. This renovation of this once-dilapidated building would have been
infeasible without the public confidence that was created by the project to do the square,
Main Street, and Connally Street.

Marc Maxwell giving a tour of downtown to a group of design professionals who were at a
conference in Dallas. They took a bus to Sulphur Springs for the afternoon and supper.

In March 2016, Mayoral Candidate Wyatt Williams visited Sulphur Springs from Commerce, Texas,
and toured downtown with Marc Maxwell. In May 2016, Mr. Williams was elected Mayor of the City
of Commerce, another small city in rural Texas. In July 2017, Mayor Williams kicked off a design
charrette to reimagine Commerce. The success in Sulphur Springs was his inspiration.

The Finalists for the Design of Main Street in 2007 Before Getting Some Professional Help
(The goal was to maximize on-street parking)

Concept for the Square (before getting some professional help)

Other Concept for the Square ( before getting professional help; the focus was on traffic flow and parking supply)

“Take a Hike” was the headline when Marc Maxwell
first walked downtown with his consulting team in 2007.
There was plenty of skepticism.

After the Main Street implementation, Marc Maxwell was named Citizen of the Year.

When Walmart was built the highway bypass, it helped kill the downtown. It’s site plan,
superimposed on the downtown, shows that just its building is larger in area that the square.

